KODAK S3100 Scanners and Web Capture Platform

Built for Today, Ready for Tomorrow

Global delivery services firm needs elevated scan-to-process solution

Demands grow for timely, accurate shipping/logistics information

Image quality and ability to handle substandard originals critical for smooth, productive operations

- Worldwide delivery carrier requires faster, more efficient scan-to-process solution
- As packages are picked up and delivered at hubs, shipping documents must be scanned quickly for planes to depart on time
- Improved barcode image quality critical for data reliability, even from crumpled and wet shipping paperwork
- Accurately captured data essential for flight manifests, customs clearance, route planning, and other key priorities
- Scanned information must be transmitted same day, before midnight, for off-site data entry into ECM system

Carrier embraces Kodak Alaris and Web capture for assured flexibility, robustness, and data accuracy/security

Problem paperwork issues solved to meet time-sensitive deadlines and accuracy-dependent operations

- S3100 Scanners’ ability to smoothly and continuously feed and read damaged, soiled, or damp documents cuts manual intervention time and rescans significantly
- Perfect Page technology enhances clarity of all documents – even poor originals – to provide more accurate data capture of package numbers and form types from barcodes
- Networked scanners placed in distribution centers allow multiple users to access and scan to process
- Network traffic safeguarded via network encryption over wire for greater peace of mind

Fulfilling every mission-critical demand

Teaming productivity and reliability with speed and assurance

- Day-after-day performance – with minimal interruptions and assured speeds – creates great operator and organizational confidence in S3100 Scanners
- Improved data accuracy saves operators time and increases on-time shipment and delivery rates
- Information handling processes greatly enhanced – from initial package scan to sorting; customs and delivery through storage in central database
- Combination of rugged dependability, capture accuracy, ongoing performance, and extended warranty streamlines and assures every aspect of operations
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